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At the outset, I would like to extend my warm welcome to all friends who are interested in this
Business Directory. I hope this Business Directory will provide the resourceful information on
enterprises ; and business and investment environment in Cambodia. In particular, it will
showcase the current potential sectors and the growing ones in the future. Moreover, it will
provide extensive business network with great opportunity for the business cooperation among
entrepreneurs in Cambodia. All in all, this publication will contribute to the enhanced scope of
information sharing and promotion of Cambodia investment environment.
In fact, although Cambodia has enjoyed a rapid and strong economic growth with an average
growth rate of 7% per annum over the last two decades, the Royal Government of Cambodia has
always considered Private Sector as a core engine in stimulating economic growth. Supportive
policies have been adopted to ensure sustainable development, economic diversification and
national competitiveness. In line with this, the Royal Government of Cambodia adopted the
Cambodia Industrial Development Policy 2015-2025 which provides great opportunity for
growth and improves favorable investment environment to specifically support the foreign direct
investment. In addition, the Royal Government of Cambodia has put a great deal of effort in
strengthening and expanding the economic cooperation, the integration into sub-region, region
and global, the implementation of open policy, and the trustworthy incentive for investors and
businessmen. This is the key driving force for Cambodia Private Sector. In addition to this,
Cambodia presents golden opportunity for business and investment as the country is full of
peace, political stability, economic openness, and located in favorable geographical location.
I highly value the great effort by Cambodia Chamber of Commerce in promoting the resourceful
information about enterprises in Cambodia through this Business Directory. I strongly believe
that this Business Directory of Cambodia Chamber of Commerce will contribute to the
supportive information resources and become the bridge to connect Cambodian businessmen
with the world.
Phnom Penh, October 19, 2017
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